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Blu� Body Flow and Noise Control Using Porous MediaSyamir A. Showkat Ali∗, X. Liu†and M. Azarpeyvand‡Department of Mehanial Engineering, University of Bristol, BS8 1TR, UKThis researh is onerned with the appliation of porous materials for reduing noisefrom blu� bodies by stabilizing the vortex shedding and the wake region. To better under-stand the noise generation and redution mehanism, steady and unsteady �ow measure-ments have been arried out. Measurements have been performed for unsteady aerody-namis fores, wake veloity �elds and frequeny energy ontent of the turbulent strutureswithin the wake. The study is performed using several types of porous materials, with dif-ferent porosities and permeability onstants and over a wide range of Reynolds number.Results show that the use of a porous over leads to the redution of drag in every ase ofsquare ylinder, but an inrease in drag oe�ient in the ase of irular ylinder at highReynold numbers. The e�et of porous material on the �utuating lift fore has also beeninvestigated and it has been shown that the lift �utuations an be redued signi�antlyusing porous overs at low frequenies. The PIV results have also shown that the porousover an delay the vortex shedding and signi�antly inrease the vortex formation length,leading to a very low turbulent near wake region. It has also been observed that the tur-bulent kineti energy in the near wake region an be redued signi�antly using the porouslayer. These �ndings are partiularly important in the ase of noise from tandem ylinderon�gurations where the wake interation is the primary soure of noise.Nomenlature
D ylinder diameter
L ylinder length
AR aspet ratio of the ylinder, (L/D)
PPI pores per inh
µ �uid visosity
K permeability
α µ/K
β Forheimer oe�ient
ρ density of air
W wind tunnel width
H wind tunnel height
BR blokage ratio
CD drag fore oe�ient
CL lift fore oe�ient
fv vortex shedding frequeny
Uo free stream veloity
St Strouhal number, fvD/Uo

Re Reynolds number
∅ porosity
f(r1) streamwise orrelation
x, y, z artesian oordinates
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I. IntrodutionThe �ow over blu� bodies has led to ontinuous studies over the past deades1�39 for many appliations,from aeroplane landing gears to pipe lines, automobiles, high-rise buildings, oil rig platform, bridges, sub-marines, ships and et. Hene, it is important to understand the physis of the �ow around these strutures,whih ontributes large engineering bene�ts and industrial signi�ane. One of the omplex �ow phenomenathat ours around blu� bodies is vortex shedding. Vortex indued symptoms are undesirable in the realworld; they an result in strutural vibration, aousti noise, inreased drag, stresses on strutures, et. Thissigni�ant �ow indued noise an be suppressed by ontrolling the �ow over the blu� body.40 Therefore, itis ruial to ontrol the vortex shedding e�etively. Both ative and passive methods are urrently employedto ontrol this vortex shedding.The passive ontrol method usually related to the shape optimization or ustomizing the physial prop-erties of the body, for instane adding ontrol rods,5, 6 serration,41�45morphing,46, 47 O-rings,7 helial wires,8dimple,10, 11 hairy �aps,12 splitter plate,13, 14 longitudinal groove,15 modifying surfae with roughness23 andet. Blu� bodies noise redution by the use porous material has been of prime interest to the researhers overthe past few years. Experimental studies onduted by Sueki et al.16 showed that the use of open-ell metalfoam wraps for an isolated single irular ylinder an lead to signi�ant noise redution by stabilizing thevorties and the turbulene struture within the wake region. Bhattaharyya and Singh1 and Bhattaharryaet al.18 showed that the use of porous wrap leads to signi�ant redution in drag, ontrol of vortex sheddingand dampening of the osillation ompared with a solid ylinder. Further studies by Sobera et al.17 foundthat on aount of a subritial turbulent �ow around a ylinder surrounded by a porous layer with a hy-drauli resistane typial for that of textile materials, the �ow underneath that porous layer is laminar andperiodi. Furthermore, Gozmen et al.19 demonstrated that the unsteady �ow downstream of the ylinderis ontrolled and turbulent fored are redued. In addition, the outer porous ylinders also have a roll inthe redution of vortex shedding in the wake region for all porosities. The turbulent intensity of the �ow isredued at least 45% by the presene of outer porous ylinder ompared to the bare ylinder ase. The e�etsof Reynold number in modifying the generated wake behind the ylinder and its orresponding frequeny ofvortex shedding have been reviewed in several studies.35�37 It is of interest that the appliation of porousmaterial for irular ylinder have inrease the size of wake by inreasing Reynolds number and the turbulentkineti energy inside the wake is onsiderably higher than that of a bare ylinder.38, 39 Jim et al.20 studieson turbulent shear �ow behaviour over a mass-neutral permeable wall shows that the frition oe�ientinreases by up to 40% over, whih is assoiated with the presene of large spanwise rollers and the neutralinvisid shear waves of the mean turbulent pro�le. Mimeau et al.21 investigation over a two-dimensionalsemi-irular ylinder using porous interfaes results in the best drag redution with high permeability onlower and upper edges of the body. Analysis by Vafai and Kim22 on porous material beneath a �uid layerresults in a signi�ant redution in the fritional drag, ontrol of vortiity and di�usion of both externaland internal layers of the porous-�uid interfae. Numerial investigations onduted by Bruneau and Mor-tazavi24�27 shows that the drag, the lift �utuation, and the global enstrophy were lessened ompared to thesolid ylinder. Naito and Fukagata28 have shown that porous treatments for �ow ontrol of a single ylinderare more e�etive at high Reynolds numbers where the growth of instability in the boundary and shear layerswould be delayed by the porous surfae and therefore the ritial Reynolds number for laminar-to-turbulenttransition would be shifted up. Even in the fully turbulent regime, the wide low energy region would bereated in the wake and the �utuations of �ow �eld would be largely eliminated. Naito et al.29 have shownthat the vortex shedding an be supressed by porous media at very high Reynold numbers. Furthermore, Liuet al.32 study on the appliation of porous oatings to redue noise from an isolated ylinder and omparedresults with measured data from Sueki.16 Results have shown that a noise redution of up to 20 dB anbe ahieved and the �uid di�uses in the porous layer exhibits a slip veloity on the porous and �uid regioninterfae ompared to solid ylinder. It an be observed in the ase of porous that the shear layer instabilityat higher Reynolds number is dereased, vortex shedding is suppressed and the wake is regularized whihleads to redution in aerodynami noise. Additionally, Liu et al.30 studies on the �ow harateristis withthe gap region between the two blu� bodies indiated that the overall noise level has been dereased by12-15 dB due to the stabilization of vortex shedding and turbulene within the gap region. More reently,Liu et al.31 investigated the in�uene of porous material oating on near wake of a ylinder. The resultsanalysis has shown that the porous material over has prominently modi�ed the �ow harateristi of thenear wake of irular ylinder and signi�antly mitigated the �utuations of aerodynami fores from twoaspets of frequeny and amplitude. It means that the vortex shedding from the blu� body is suppressed.2 of 23Amerian Institute of Aeronautis and Astronautis



In this paper, a passive �ow ontrol method based on porous material for irular ylinder and squareylinder has been investigated. The study interest in reduing the vortex shedding and noise propagationexperiened on both irular and square ylinder. The experimental setup and wind-tunnel tests are desribedin Se. II. The results and disussions are detailed in Se. IV.II. Measurement SetupExperiments were performed on two blu� body on�gurations; a irular ylinder and square ylinderat zero angle of attak. A variety of porous materials have been used in these experiments. Measurementshave been performed using Fore Balane, Hot-wire Anemometry and Partile Image Veloimetry (PIV).A. Blu� bodies on�gurationThe shemati of the irular and square ylinder on�gurations with the porous oatings are shown in Fig. 1.The maximum diameter and length of the irular and square ylinder is D=101.6 mm and L=710 mm,respetively. The ylinders are �xed horizontally, perpendiular to the �ow diretion (x axis in Fig. 1). Withreferene to Fig. 1, the origin of the ylinders oordinate system was taken at the enter of the ylinder.End plates are used to avoid three dimensional �ow at the ylinder ends and as a result the �ow at themidspan of the ylinder approahes a two dimensional �ow. The end-plates were built in a retangularshape (700 mm × 300 mm) with a sharpened leading edges with angle of 20◦ and were mounted 2.5D fromthe leading edge and 4.5D from the trailing edge, similar to the on�guration reommended by Stansby.48Further work by Fox and West49 added to this speifying that the aspet ratio of the ylinder must be greaterthan or equal to seven (AR ≥ 7) in order to give minimal e�et on the vortex shedding pattern. The minimumaspet ratio (AR) for the ylinders are alulated to be 7.0 (AR = L/D). The porous materials are mainlyharaterized by their air �ow permeability and volume porosity. The porous sheaths wrapped around theylinder are polyurethane. Figure 2 shows the irular and square ylinders with and without porous overs.The test dimensions and spei�ation for both irular and square ylinders used in this experiment arelisted in Table 1. The porous materials properties, i.e. porosity and permeability, are presented in Table 2.A total number of 6 to 10 ases have been examined for di�erent test measurements.

Figure 1: Design on�guration(a) irular ylinder and (b) square ylinder with porous over design on�g-uration with major dimensions and the oordinate axis(an example model of Case 2
3 of 23Amerian Institute of Aeronautis and Astronautis



Figure 2: Cirular and square ylinders with and without porous over, (a) solid ylinder, (b) porous 45 PPI,() porous 20 PPI and (d) a piture of applied porous materialsTable 1: Cirular Cylinder and Square Cylinder Test Design Spei�ationGeometries Cylinder Diameter,D (mm) Porous thikness, t (mm) Pores Per Inh (PPI)Solid ylinder 101.6 NoCase 1 76.2 12.7 20, 45Case 2 50.8 25.4 20, 45Table 2: Test Matrix showing the Porosity and Permeability of SamplesCase PPI ϕ(%) α(Pa s/m3) β(Pa s2/m3) γ(m−1) K(×10−6m2)Solid ylinder 0 0 0 0 0 0Porous over, t=12.7mm, 25.4mm 20 92.4 3.079 -0.0523 -0.040 6.440Porous over, t=12.7mm, 25.4mm 45 87.9 5.043 -0.132 -0.102 3.932B. Fore Balane MeasurementsThe aerodynami lift and drag measurements were performed in the large low speed wind tunnel at theUniversity of Bristol with an otagonal test-setion (2.1 m width (W ) × 1.5 m height (H) × 2.1 m length)with a minimum reliable speed of 10 ms−1 and a maximum speed of 60 ms−1. The wind tunnel has aturbulent intensity of 0.25% at 25 ms−1. The wind speed is ontrolled using a feedbak ontrol systemand data were reorded when the standard deviation of the veloity was 0.2 ms−1 or less. Experimentalwork has found that the blokage ratios of less than 6 % to have negligible e�ets on CD in the subritialReynolds regime.50The ylinders with porous overs in the tunnel give a blokage ratio of 6.7 % (BR =(D + t)/H), whih indiates that the blokage ratio will not have signi�ant e�et on the drag oe�ient.The drag and lift fore were reorded using a fore balane system. The ylinder was mounted on a steelset of extension arms with symmetrial tear drop shape to minimise any drag or lift generated from them.The extension arms are �xed to an AMTI OR6-7-2000 fore balane whih was load tested prior to theexperiment. The voltage signal obtained from the fore balane plate passed through an AMTI MSA-6strain gauge ampli�er and the �nal data was reorded using a Lab View system. The data is olleted for 30seonds at eah veloity with a sampling frequeny of 45 Hz for all steady aerodynami fore analysis. The4 of 23Amerian Institute of Aeronautis and Astronautis



unsteady lift �utuations measurement are taken for 3 seonds at eah veloity with a sampling frequeny of20,000 Hz, giving a suitably high Nyquist frequeny of 10,000. The data have been olleted using LabViewand imported to MATLAB for data proessing. Data were olleted from 10 ms−1 to 58 ms−1 with 2 ms−1inrements. This proess was arried out for all ylinders and porous ases. Repeat readings were ondutedof random porous test ases and solid ylinders in order to asertain the repeatability of the tests and in allases, repeat readings were found to be within 1 % of the original data.C. Partile Image Veloimetry MeasurementsThe partile image veloimetry (PIV) tehnique was used to obtain time-averaged veloity and ReynoldStresses over the xy plane. All measurements were performed in the low turbulene wind tunnel at theUniversity of Bristol of losed return type with an otagonal test setion (0.8 m width (W ) × 0.6 m height(H) × 1 m length) with a maximum �ow speed of 100 ms−1. The wind tunnel has a turbulent intensityof 0.05 % at 20 ms−1. Two veloity omponents in real-time veloity maps are measured using a singleCCD amera with 2072 x 2072 pixel resolution. The amera was mounted on a traverse system next tothe wind tunnel whih is in lined with a 210 mm glass window width perpendiular to the laser sheet, andthe experiments were arried out at the midplane of the blu� bodies. The time interval and the laser sheetthikness were hosen to attain maximum amount of partiles in the interrogation window. The unertaintyis measured by onsidering the unertainty in the subpixel displaements51 and found to be 1 %. A dual-avity laser of 200 mJ Nd:YAG with a wavelength of 532 nm and 1 mm laser sheet thikness was plaedon the bottom of the tunnel and the laser shines through a glass window halfway aross the model in astreamwise position. A mixed Polyethylene glyol 80 based seeding was used in the �ow, produing partilesize from 1 and 5 µm. The time between pulse is �xed in the order of 30 µs with a repetition rate of 10 Hzat Uo= 20 ms−1. The images were proessed using a 32 × 32 retangular interrogation area with an overlapof 50 %. A total of 1600 image pairs were taken for eah ase and used to ompute the statistial turbulenequantities. The measurements were made for a �eld view of 190.5 mm × 190.5 mm, whih orresponds toa domain of 2.5 D × 2.5 D in the streamwise and spanwise diretions.D. Hot-wire MeasurementsThe steady and unsteady �ow and the orrelation behind the blu� bodies were measured using a single hot-wire probes. The Dante 55P16 type sensor with platinum-plated tungsten wire with 5µm wire diameterand 1.25 mm length was used for this purpose. The probe was operated using Dante Streamline Pro framewith two CTA91C10 modules. The overheat ratio applied for the probe operation is 1.8.52 The signalsobtained were low pass �ltered with a orner frequeny of 30 kHz before it was A/D onverted in orderto minimise the e�et of low frequeny hump due to the open jet shear layer. The data was aptured byNational Instrument 9215 devie. A logging frequeny of 40 kHz was used. The measurements were olletedfor 15 seonds at eah measurement loations. The hot-wire probes were alibrated using a Dante 54H10type alibrator. Two sets of alibrations were performed before and after eah measurement. A traversesystem is used to move the hot-wire probe in two perpendiular diretions. The traverse unit onsists twoThorLabs LTS300M stages with 5 µm auray and the unit allowed ontinuous movement with 300 mmdistane in both xy and yz diretions.III. Data Analysis and Post ProessingPorosity (∅) is a material property whih desribes the proportion of the materials volume whih is voidspae. It is de�ned as the perentage of void volume Vv with respet to the total volume Vt as:
∅ =

Vt(1 − Vm)

VvVt

, (1)where Vm is the volume of solid material.Permeability an be de�ned as the ability of a material to allow a �uid to �ow through it. The permeabilityequation derived by Dary53 is de�ned as:
k =

−Qµl

A∆P
(2)5 of 23Amerian Institute of Aeronautis and Astronautis



where Q is the volumetri �ow rate, k is the permeability of the material, A is the ross setional area, ∆Pis the pressure di�erene aross the porous medium, µ is the visosity of the �uid and l is the distane the�uid travels through the porous medium.The drag oe�ient CD is de�ned by:
CD =

D
1

2
ρAU2

o

(3)where D is the average drag fore, ρ is the density of �uid, A is the harateristi area (in this ase equal tothe area of the ylinder normal to the diretion of �uid �ow) and Uo is the veloity of the �uid. The armsand side plates provided a onsiderable ontribution to overall drag values reorded for the ylinder despitetheir aerodynami properties. To alulate the drag oe�ient for the ylinder only, the drag oe�ientfor the arms and side plates were alulated separately at eah veloity and then subtrated from the dragoe�ient for the entire rig.The mean veloity an be obtained from:
Umean =

1

N

N∑

i=1

Ui, (4)where N is the total number of veloity samples in time.The Reynold shear stresses of two simultaneous time series signals an be alulated as:
u′v′ =

1

N

N∑

i=1

(Ui − Umean)(Vi − Vmean) . (5)To identify the pattern of turbulent strutures in spae, two point orrelation funtion of the veloity isused:
Rii(r) =

< u′

i(xi, t)u
′

i(xi + r, t) >

< (u′

i)
2 >

, (6)where u′

i is the �utuating veloity, r is the distane between two single wires and xi-oordinate in streamwisediretion. IV. Results and DisussionTo better understand the e�et of porous over on the aerodynami performane and the �ow �eld, thesteady drag fore, unsteady lift fore and the wake veloity pro�les for both irular and square ylindersare presented in this setion. Further disussions on the orrelations in the streamwise diretion is also givenhere.A. Steady and Unsteady Measurements on Cirular and Square CylindersExperiments have been arried out to over a wide range of Reynolds number: ReD = 6.7 · 104 to 3.9 · 105,orresponding to a �ow veloity of Uo=10 ms−1 to Uo=58 ms−1.1. Steady drag fore results for irular ylinderThe results obtained in Fig. 3 give unique information onerning all ases where the inlusion of porousovers have redued the CD for the subritial regime about the range up to 1.5 × 105. However, ontraryto previous numerial and experimental �ndings,2, 10, 11, 13 the inlusion of porous overs have universallyinreased CD in the ritial Reynolds regime in the range of 2 × 105 to 4 × 105 for the irular ylinder. Theresults presented also suggest that the appliation of the porous overs of any permeability suppresses theonset of the ritial Reynolds regime and thus there is no drop in CD and it beomes Reynolds independent.Generally, larger porous over thikness used has the largest inrease of the drag performanes. More notably,the overs with t=12.7 mm have the least inrease in CD ompared to the solid ylinder for all permeability(K) throughout the Reynolds range tested. Similarly, the thikest ase t=25.4 mm has the largest inreaseof CD, onstant for all K. Additionally, the parameter thikness, t is important and diretly related to the6 of 23Amerian Institute of Aeronautis and Astronautis



inrease in CD. As expeted, highly permeable porous media were more e�ient in drag redution. Also, fora onstant thikness, porous over with smaller permeability with 45 PPI has lower drag fore drop omparedto 20 PPI over whih holds higher permeability value. Between the two overs of higher permeability, thethiker over has a lower drag oe�ient; this diretly mathes with numerial �ndings of Bhattaharyya andSingh.1 Between the two lower permeable overs the thiker over produes the most drag as the �uid hasto pass through more material with higher resistane.26 Comparing the thikness and permeability of eahase, the result suggests that in the ritial range, the permeability of the porous over has a more dominante�et than thikness. Hene, it is apparent that the optimal material properties of K=6.440 × 106 m2 havebeen identi�ed to result in the largest redution in CD for all ∅ value relative to the solid ylinder.
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K. Hufnagel and G. Schewe
Solid cylinder
20 PPI, 12.7 mm
20 PPI, 25.4 mm
45 PPI, 12.7 mm
45 PPI, 25.4 mmFigure 3: Plots showing trends in CD in the subritial and ritial regime after appliation of porous overfor irular ylinder2. Steady drag fore results for square ylinderFigure 4 shows the mean drag fore results for a square ylinder with and without porous over. As expeted,the result for the solid square ylinder is found to be independent of the Reynolds number. The trend of thesolid ylinder does math the earlier study onduted by Hufnagel and Shewe54 with only a slight disrepanyat the higher end of the Reynolds range. Results also show that the porous overs generally redue the dragoe�ient. This result had previously been predited by many of the numerial simulations.27, 55, 56 Thedata obtained has remained fairly onsistent aross the entire Reynolds region. It has also been foundthat the entire range of porous materials used has redued the mean drag fore experiened on the squareylinder. Notably, the use of thiker porous overs provides more signi�ant redution of the drag oe�ient.In addition, the drag oe�ient undergo signi�ant derease for porous over with lower porosity and highpermeability, exept for the ase of ylinder with 12.7 mm, 20PPI whih appears to be least e�etive in therange up to 1.5 × 105 Reynolds number. Moreover, there is a onsiderable inrease of drag in the ase of theylinder with 25.4 mm, 45 PPI above the Reynolds number about 1.7 × 105. It an also been seen that thepermeability of the porous oating appears to have a greater e�et than the thikness. This onlusion anbe made from the fat that the 20 PPI (12.7 mm) ase redues the drag oe�ient more than the 45 PPI(25.4 mm) ase. Hene, it is apparent that the optimal material properties of thikness, t=25.4 mm andpermeability, K= 6.440 × 106 m2 have been identi�ed to result in the largest redution of CD. This is inagreement with the �ndings of Bruneau et. al27 where porous material, with larger permeability values hadsigni�antly redued CD. 7 of 23Amerian Institute of Aeronautis and Astronautis
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K. Hufnagel and G. Schewe
Solid cylinder
20 PPI, 12.7 mm
20 PPI, 25.4 mm
45 PPI, 12.7 mm
45 PPI, 25.4 mmFigure 4: Plots showing trends in CD in the subritial and ritial regime after appliation of porous overfor square ylinder3. Unsteady lift fore results for irular ylinderThe unsteady lift �utuation results for solid and treated ylinders are provided here. The Welh powerspetral density estimate has been applied to the time history data reorded from the fore plate. In orderto evaluate the suppression of �utuating lift power from the porous ases, the lift power plots are presentedto ompare porous ases of equal thikness to that of a solid ylinder with d = D + 2t in Figs. 5 and 6.The inlusion of the porous overs have little e�et on the lift power at low Uo and therefore have not beenpresented. At higher veloities, there appears to be signi�ant redution of the low frequeny energy ontentbetween 0-100 Hz for both Uo =40 and 50 ms−1 and is onsistent for both t= 12.7 mm and 25.4 mm. It islear that the lowest permeability ase, K=3.932 × 105 m2 appears to have the most onsistent derease oflift power at Uo =50 ms−1 aross the frequeny range of interest.

Figure 5: Lift power spetrum for all K and t=12.7 mm at (a) 40 ms−1 and (b) 50 ms−1
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Figure 6: Lift power spetrum for all K and t=25.4 mm at (a) 40 ms−1 and (b) 50 ms−14. Unsteady lift fore results for square ylinderFigures 7 and 8 show the results for the unsteady lift �utuations for square ylinders, with and withoutporous treatment. Results show that there is a signi�ant redution of the low frequeny energy ontent inthe ase of porous between 0-80 Hz for both Uo =40 and 50 ms−1 and is onsistent for all t. At veloitiesof 40-50 ms−1 aross all thiknesses the porous material appear to ause a onsistent redution of theosillating lift fore aross the entire frequeny range presented. It is lear that the highest permeabilityase, K=6.440 × 105 m2 appears to have the most onsistent derease of lift power at Uo=50 ms−1 arossthe narrow band frequeny range. The di�erent porosities have had very inonsistent and varied degreeof suess on reduing the lift fore power with no value of porosity being obviously more suessful thananother.
Figure 7: Lift power spetrum for all K and t=12.7 mm at (a) 40 ms−1 and (b) 50 ms−1

Figure 8: Lift power spetrum for all K and t=25.4 mm at (a) 40 ms−1 and (b) 50 ms−1
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B. Wake Pro�le Study1. Flow Veloity streamlines for irular and square ylindersIn order to better understand the e�ets of the porous overs on the vortex shedding and the wake devel-opment, PIV measurements have been arried out at the Reynolds number of ReD = 105 orresponding tothe �ow veloity of Uo =20 ms−1. Figures 9 and 10 show the time-averaged veloity streamline topologyfor irular and square ylinders with and without porous treatment, respetively. As an be seen, a pair ofounter rotating vorties are formed with nearly idential symmetri struture with respet to the enterline.Result in Fig. 9 (a) shows that, the �ow reirulation behind the solid ylinder ours within 1.5. x/D . 2.6.The use of porous materials results in moving of the main irulation area to further downstream. This anbe seen in Figs. 9 (b) and 9 () where the loations of both reirulation our within 2 . x/D . 3.2 and1.9 . x/D . 3.42, respetively.In the ase of solid square ylinder, it an be seen from Fig. 10 (a), that the �ow reirulation appearsat 0.65 . x/D . 1.8. In Figs. 10 (b) and 10 (), it is learly notied that the irulation areas have movedfurther downstream to 1.8 . x/D . 3.2 and 2.4 . x/D & 3.8, respetively.

Figure 9: Time-averaged streamline topology for (a) a solid irular ylinder, (b) a irular ylinder overedwith 45 PPI porous layer and () a irular ylinder overed with 25 PPI porous layer, at Uo =20 ms−1.10 of 23Amerian Institute of Aeronautis and Astronautis



Figure 10: Time-averaged streamline topology for (a) a solid square ylinder, (b) a square ylinder overedwith 45 PPI porous layer and () a square ylinder overed with 25 PPI porous layer, at Uo =20 ms−1.2. Wake Veloity pro�lesThe ategorization of vortex shedding regimes in the wake veloity pro�le spei�ally in the near wake �owan be assessed by looking into the vortex formation length and the mean reirulation region. The vortexformation length is de�ned as the distane measure from the ylinder enter to the end of the vortex region,in whih Lf is the point in the wake where maximum veloity �utuation is obtained and onsequently deaysdownstream.57 The mean reirulation region on the other hand an be desribed as the surfae where shearstresses and pressure fores are stable in equilibrium stage. The e�et of the vortex formation length, Lfand the mean reirulation region an be learly seen in the streamwise mean veloity plot along the wakeenterline and the edge of upper ylinder (lip-line) axis depited in Figs. 11 and 12, respetively. It an beseen that the magnitude of U/Uo in Fig. 11 initially dereases with distane along the wake enterline axisfor both types of ylinders and onsequently inreases thereafter. The reirulation region is apparent to bemore redued in the porous ases of both irular and square ylinders at 0.5 . x/D . 1 and 0.5 . x/D . 1.5, respetively. Further downstream, the large reirulation region an be seen more learly in the porousases for the both types of ylinders. Obviously, results indiate that the reirulation zone and vortexformation are delayed signi�antly in the presene of porous material whih also agrees reasonably well with11 of 23Amerian Institute of Aeronautis and Astronautis



the streamline topology �gures, where the Lf is relatively larger in the porous ases ompared to the solidylinders. In short, the vortex formation region was pushed further downstream as the diret onsequenesof porous treatments. The values of the Lf for all the ylinders with and without porous treatment are listedin Table 3. The results presented here reonile the previous results in Figs. 9 and 10 that the Lf was foundto be longer in the ase of porous treated ylinders.Figs. 12 (a) and 12 (b) show the streamline mean veloity plots along the edge lip-line of upper irularand square ylinders, respetively. Both the �gures show almost the same trend where the mean veloityinreases along the wake axis to a maximum value at some downstream of the ylinders. The distribution ofthe mean veloity in the ase of porous treated ylinders are relatively lower than the solid ylinders. Thereis a slight variation of the lower veloity range in porous 45 PPI and porous 20 PPI up to x/D = 2.5, andsubsequently beomes onstant at further wake for both types of ylinders. The growth of the shear layeris notably smaller in the porous ases whih is due to the inrease in veloity gradients and the narrowingof the wake. At x/D = 0.5, the shear layer veloity are almost similar for all ases where the wake wasstabilized behind the ylinders. These harateristis an also be observed in Figs. 13 and 14. As expeted,the aelerated �ow at the edge of the shear layer has been altered in the ase of porous treated ylinders,resulting in the redution of the mean veloity in the near wake. The �ow whih was emitted through smallpores from the porous medium leads to the redution of the veloity �utuations in the shear layer.

Figure 11: Mean veloities along the wake enterline (a) irular ylinder (b) square ylinder. Blak line:Solid; Blue line: Porous 25 PPI; Red line: Porous 80 PPITable 3: Non dimensional Lf values for irular and square ylinders with and without porous treatmentsTest Rig Solid Cylinder Porous 25 PPItreated ylinder Porous 20 PPItreated ylinderCirular Cylinder, Lf/D 2.63 3.18 3.42Square Cylinder, Lf/D 1.80 3.20 > 3.80
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Figure 12: Mean veloities along the edge lip-line of upper ylinder (a) irular ylinder (b) square ylinder.Blak line: Solid; Blue line: Porous 25 PPI; Red line: Porous 80 PPI3. Wake veloity pro�le for irular and square ylindersFigures 13 and 14 show the wake U and V veloity pro�les at di�erent axial loations, x/D=0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0,
2.5 and 3.0, downstream of the ylinder. The loations are seleted based on the vortex shedding loation.A negative veloity region is visible at all axial loations exept at x/D = 3.0. The �gure illustratesthat near the ylinder, the pro�le behaves like a �at 'top hat' at x/D = 0.5 for all measured ases andat x/D = 1.0 for porous ases whih then steadily beomes narrow at downstream loations. The top hatpro�les demonstrate that the �ow in the near wake is uniform and having an almost onstant veloity region;whih is the impliation of �ow separation from the ylinder surfae. It is notied that the momentum de�itof the porous ases in the near wake (x/D = 0.5 and x/D = 1.5) is smaller than that of solid ase, butlarger in the far wake. Partiularly, in this ase, the solid ylinder pro�le beomes narrow at x/D = 1.0 inthe negative veloity region while all porous ases reahed negative values at x/D = 1.5 and inrease fromnegative values to maxima at x/D = 3.0, where no reirulation ours in this region. The evidene forthe support of this result an be found in Fig. 9. The V veloity omponent in Fig. 14 are more or lesssymmetri about the wake axis. The V veloity results at x/D = 0.5 demonstrate that the veloity gradientare almost similar for all ases in whih the �ow is stable in that region; the values are prinipally negativefor y < 0 and positive for y > 0. However, at farther downstream, the values are negative for y > 0 andpositive for y < 0. This is due to the appearane of the reirulation region and vortex formation at thepartiular loations. On the ontrary, at x/D = 2.0, the �ow veloity was modi�ed for all three ases, whereat this partiular loation the vortex formation is strongly deteted for all treated and untreated ylinders.The delay in the formation of vortex is lear in the result for the porous ase where V /Uo pro�les are steeperin the ase of porous relative to solid ylinder at x/D = 1.5 and further downstream.A negative veloity region an also be seen learly in the ase of square ylinder at all loations. Aontrary explanation is that, the pro�le with top hat behaviour an only be seen for the porous ases inthe near wake whih then hange to fully developed wake further downstream. This explains that thereirulation region has already happened for solid square at very near wake. It is also observed that themomentum de�it of the porous ases in the near wake (x/D = 0.5 and x/D = 1.0) is smaller than thatof rigid ase, but larger in the far wake whih is similar to the irular ylinder pro�le. The reirulationin the ase of solid ylinder ours earlier as the rigid pro�le beomes narrow at x/D = 0.5 in the negativeveloity region. The reirulation region an also be seen learly for the ase of porous 20 PPI at the lastloation (x/D = 3.0) while the other two ases have shorten the reirulation region whih also agrees withthe results obtained in Fig. 10.
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Figure 13: Mean U veloity omponents in the wake of the irular ylinder. Blak line: Solid; Blue line:Porous 25 PPI; Red line: Porous 80 PPI

Figure 14: Mean V veloity omponents in the wake of the irular ylinder. Blak line: Solid; Blue line:Porous 25 PPI; Red line: Porous 80 PPI
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Figure 15: Mean U veloity omponents in the wake of the square ylinder. Blak line: Solid; Blue line:Porous 25 PPI; Red line: Porous 80 PPI

Figure 16: Mean V veloity omponents in the wake of the square ylinder. Blak line: Solid; Blue line:Porous 25 PPI; Red line: Porous 80 PPI
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C. Wake Energy Content1. TKE ontour plot for irular and square ylindersTo better understand the wake development and the e�et of porous treatment, Figs. 17 and 18 are pre-sented to show the dimensionless turbulene kineti energy results in the wake. Both the �gures show theTKE ontour plots for both irular and square ylinders, respetively. It is lear that the TKE has beensigni�antly redued in the near wake by the e�et of porous treated ylinders. Figure 17 also shows thatthe �ow is muh more two dimensional than the solid irular ylinder. It is apparent that the turbulenelevel is muh higher for the ase of solid square ylinder, shown in Fig. 18 (a). However, for the treatedylinders, the turbulene level have been redued signi�antly in the near wake and has a muh less energyin the far wake.

Figure 17: Time-averaged Turbulent Kineti Energy (TKE) streamline topology for (a) a solid irularylinder, (b) a irular ylinder overed with 45 PPI porous layer and () a irular ylinder overed with25 PPI porous layer, at Uo =20 ms−1.
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Figure 18: Time-averaged Turbulent Kineti Energy (TKE) streamline topology for (a) a solid square ylin-der, (b) a square ylinder overed with 45 PPI porous layer and () a square ylinder overed with 25 PPIporous layer, at Uo =20 ms−1.D. Reynold Shear Stresses (RSS)To better understand the behaviour of the turbulent strutures within the wake, the Reynold shear stressresults are presented in Figs. 19 and 20 for irular and square ylinders, respetively. The variation ofthe time-averaged shear stresses (u′v′/U2
o ), an be observed visually through the ontour plot in Figs. 19and 20. It is lear that the shear stress distribution is symmetrial along the wake enterline for all ases.Similarly observed before, the porous treated ylinder ases have signi�antly redued the shear stress at thenear wake. This is due to the suppression of vortex shedding and elongation of the vortex formation regionobserved in the earlier result.It is lear from Fig. 19 that the eddy shearing stress omponent (u′v′/U2

o ) for all ases have almostzero values at x/D = 0.5 and the treated ylinders ontinue to have onstant zero values at x/D = 1.0.Similar to previous results, the vorties are e�etively eliminated in the near wake region. In ontrast to solidylinder, the RSS of the porous ase inreases at the farther downstream loations and beomes dominant at
x/D = 3.0. This is yet due to the ourrene of high �utuating veloity in that region, whih is onsistentwith the results obtained in the TKE pro�le. The distribution of the eddy shearing stress (u′v′/U2

o ) is17 of 23Amerian Institute of Aeronautis and Astronautis



somehow di�erent in Fig. 20 for the ase of square ylinders. Consistent with the earlier observation, thevorties are ompletely eliminated in the ase of porous treated ylinders at x/D = 0.5, x/D = 1.0 and
x/D = 2.0 (for porous 25 PPI). At all the loations, the RSS for the solid ylinder is muh greater than thetreated ylinders, however its value drops to some extent at x/D = 3.0.

Figure 19: Time-averaged Reynolds shear stress term (u′v′/U2
o ) streamline topology for (a) a solid irularylinder, (b) a irular ylinder overed with 45 PPI porous layer and () a irular ylinder overed with25 PPI porous layer, at Uo =20 ms−1.
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Figure 20: Time-averaged Reynolds shear stress term (u′v′/U2

o ) streamline topology for (a) a solid squareylinder, (b) a square ylinder overed with 45 PPI porous layer and () a square ylinder overed with25 PPI porous layer, at Uo =20 ms−1.E. Correlation StudyThe statistial signi�ane of �ow strutures within the wake �ow �eld an be investigated using the two-point orrelations of the instantaneous �utuating veloity omponents. The orrelation analysis has beenomputed in the streamwise, f(r1) loations downstream of the edge lip-line of upper ylinder using Eq. IIIat the Reynolds number of ReD = 105, orresponding to the �ow veloity of Uo =20ms−1. The measurementwas arried out using two single hot-wire probes; one of the hot-wires has been �xed while the other onewas traversed. The streamwise orrelation test, f(r1) has been performed by loating the �xed probe at
x/D = 1.0, while the seond probe was traversed up to ≈ 4D downstream.The streamwise orrelation results for the both types of ylinders are presented in Figs. 21 and 22. It islear that the use of porous treated ylinders have signi�ant e�et on the streamwise orrelation in the wake.It is evident here that the porous treated irular ylinders are muh more orrelated in the near wake anddeays less onsiderably ompared to the solid ylinder and onsistently beomes slightly negative orrelatedin the far wake. This trend an also be seen in the ase of square ylinders, with solid ylinder beingorrelated to its maximum in the near wake and gradually dereases to slightly higher negative orrelation19 of 23Amerian Institute of Aeronautis and Astronautis



region. The negative orrelation at 1 . x/D . 2 for the ase of solid irular ylinder ourred in the areawhere vortex formation is deteted, i.e. the vortex formation an be seen in Fig. 9 (a). Conlusion an bedrawn that the negative orrelation region ourred in most of the ases is due to the presene of low andhigh shear regions in the wake �ow. The indiation of ounter rotating vortex pairs in the orrelation andanti-orrelation region are more pronouned for solid ylinders in streamwise diretion. One an deduethat the turbulene �ow strutures downstream of a porous treated ylinder are elongated in the streamwisediretion.
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Figure 21: Streamwise orrelation of the irular ylinder. Blak line: Solid; Blue line: Porous 25 PPI;Red line: Porous 80 PPI
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Figure 22: Streamwise orrelation of the square ylinder. Blak line: Solid; Blue line: Porous 25 PPI; Redline: Porous 80 PPI 20 of 23Amerian Institute of Aeronautis and Astronautis



V. ConlusionsThe e�et of porous materials on the �ow and noise generation for irular and square ylinders have beeninvestigated using fore balane measurement, partile image veloimetry (PIV) and hot wire anemometry.It was found that there is a redution in drag oe�ient by all porous overs in the ase of square ylindersand an inrease in drag oe�ient in the ase of irular ylinder at high Reynolds number. The moste�etive porous is found to be those with higher permeability (20 PPI) and with larger porous thikness.It has also been shown that the lift �utuations an be redued signi�antly aross the frequeny range ofinterest using porous media. The PIV results have shown that the use of porous material results in movingof the main irulation area to further downstream. In the ase of solid ylinder, the irulation ours 2Ddownstream of the ylinder, while in the ase of 25 PPI porous over, the irulation moves to 3D or furtherdownstream. The veloity pro�les also show that the �ow in the near wake is signi�antly stabilised and hasvery little shear stress. The turbulent kineti energy and the shear stress results have shown that the �owenergy ontent has been signi�antly redued in the near wake and the �ow is muh more two dimensionalthan the solid ase. The orrelation studies revealed that the porous treatment has notieably modi�edthe orrelation length of the veloity �utuations in the streamwise diretions. Thus, the present passiveontrol method using porous media is found to be e�ient and promising in ontrolling the noise generationmehanism and improving the aerodynami performane.AknowledgmentsThe authors gratefully appreiate the tehnial disussion and support from Embraer S.A.Referenes
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